
Colourful Cuba...
A wonderful journey through an island
forgotten by time.

Tour Code: X46110
Level A

Holiday Duration: 16 days

HOLIDAY DATES
16th Jan 2017 - 31st Jan 2017, 30th Jan 2017 - 14th Feb 2017
13th Feb 2017 - 28th Feb 2017, 27th Feb 2017 - 14th Mar 2017
13th Mar 2017 - 28th Mar 2017, 9th Oct 2017 - 24th Oct 2017
6th Nov 2017 - 21st Nov 2017, 20th Nov 2017 - 5th Dec 2017
18th Dec 2017 - 2nd Jan 2018

Discover colourful Cuba for a fascinating insight into the unique history, politics and culture.

HOLIDAY HIGHLIGHTS

Havana. The music, the dancing, the Malecon, the street
life, what a city!

Walking through the Viñales Valley past traditionally tended
fields of pineapple, tobacco and coffee. 

Trinidad City. Spanish colonial architecture transports you
back to the 1840s. 

Walking through Finca Codina, an old slave plantation now
returned to nature. 



Colourful Cuba...
 
The warm humid Caribbean air filled with the scents of the tropics is an ideal accompaniment to a reflective Mojito
at the end of a day. There is much to reflect on, a lesson in cigar making, a trip in a 1950’s taxi, a walk through
fields of pineapple and tobacco or the time warp experience of Spanish colonial cities. Then let the music catch
your attention, it is never far away. Or maybe muse on Cuba’s unique political experiment. The facts are well known
but always worthy of further consideration on a balmy Cuban night.
 
We fly into Havana and then travel to the Sierra del Rosario Mountains with three nights at Viñales and one at
Soroa. Here we explore the rare Karst rock formations of the Viñales Valley. Everywhere the land is fertile and
green. We will walk past fields of tobacco and pineapple, stopping for lunch at a farmer’s hut.
 
We fly west and continue by road to Baracoa to walk where Columbus landed more than 500 years earlier, and then
to Santiago,Cuba’s second city. Stopping at Camaguay we continue to old Trinidad, one of the best preserved
colonial cities in the Americas. We walk in the Sierra del Escambray. Finally to Havana with time to explore one of
the world’s most fascinating cities. Chaotic, careworn in places but full of life and music and endlessly engaging, it
is a great place to spend some time.
 
This is a holiday for the traveller and has a pioneer status to indicate the spirit of adventure, as things may not
always go as expected – it’s the Cuban way! However we aim to get out into the hills for walks on eight days.
 
Visit soon – with the new spirit of entente, Cuba isn’t going to remain unique and untouched forever! Please ask
about extending your stay in Havana at the end of the holiday.

WHAT'S INCLUDED
Return flights and transfers.

All local transport for walking and sightseeing excursions.

Half board en-suite accommodation.

Services of a dedicated leader.

Services of a Cuban local guide.

ACTIVITY LEVEL Level A

This is a Level A Leisurely Activity holiday. You enjoy being outdoors in the fresh air, communing with nature
and discovering the world at a relaxed pace. Short countryside strolls or sightseeing on foot make you feel good.
You enjoy cities with art and culture and like to develop an interest in your surroundings. Your are reasonably fit
and healthy. No previous experience is required.

The sightseeing element of the holiday will be significant allowing you to get a good feel for the sites and sights
as well as the trails of the destination.

Pioneer holidays are more adventurous itineraries, typically well off the beaten track. Whilst exploring lesser-known
destinations, local conditions, facilities and transport may be basic, events may require modifications to itineraries
at short notice and there may be more travelling , possibly on poor roads - but the experience and stories to tell
will be worth it all.



HOLIDAY ITINERARY

Day Content Meals Location

1 Depart London to Havana. On arrival travel west by road
to our hotel in the Viñales Valley for a light meal and 3
nights accommodation.

D Viñales Valley

2 Morning introductory walk. Free time in the afternoon. B,D Viñales Valley

3 Morning walk. Afternoon visit to the El Indio Caves. B,D Viñales Valley

4 Travel east to Soroa for 1 night. B,D Soroa

5 We travel back to Havana and fly east and continue to
Baracoa for 3 nights.

B,D Baracoa

6 Exploring from Baracoa. We will spend 2 days sightseeing
on foot in the town and also walk in the surrounding
country.

B,D Baracoa

8 We drive to Santiago de Cuba for 1 night with time in the
afternoon to explore on foot in and around Santiago.

B,D Santiago de Cuba

9 A full day of travel by road to Camagüey for 1 night, with
some short stops en route.

B,D Camagüey

10 Another full day travelling (east) by road to Trinidad for 3
nights. Lunch is included on the transfer.

B,L,D Trinidad

11 Two days exploring from Trinidad. We will have a half day
sightseeing on foot in the city, and also take walks in the
surrounding ‘Sierra del Escambray’.

B,D Trinidad

13 Continuing east, with an en-route stop at the Bay of Pigs
for swimming and lunch, which is included, arriving in
Havana for 2 nights accommodation.

B,L,D Havana

14 A day exploring Havana on foot with some free time in
the afternoon.

B,D Havana

15 Free time in the morning until our afternoon transfer to
Havana airport for our return overnight flight to London.

B

16 Arrive London.

Key to Meals:        B Breakfast, L Lunch, D Dinner.
In flight meals, if appropriate, will be advised in your final travel documents



Walks & Excursions
This holiday seeks to explore many aspects of Cuba with a diverse programme of city and country walks together
with some periods of sightseeing and travelling. There should be walks taking us on paths and tracks through
tropical forests, coffee and cacao plantations and farmland, usually of less than 5 miles, but taking 2-3 hours and
involving up to 400m of ascent. Please note on some of the walks there may be short sections at the top of the
grade and on some days swimming opportunities.

Each evening, your tour leader will discuss with you the programme for the following day.  If you do not wish to join
the organised group programme, please let the leader know.

Whilst every effort will be made to adhere to the outlined itinerary and advertised programme, local conditions can
change due to weather or other unforeseen circumstances. This may mean that routes and timings need to be
amended or the order of days may change, sometimes at short notice.

Local Transport Costs
All local transport costs, in conjunction with the advertised activity programme, are included in the holiday cost.

Tour Leaders
 
Your tour leader makes the world of difference to your holiday and ours are as passionate about discovering the
world on foot as you are. They're resourceful, organised and widely travelled. They will handle all the local
administration and other needs that might arise to ensure that you don't have to worry about planning your days
and you can enjoy your holiday. Although leading group holidays, they won't forget that every group is made up of
individuals. Each tour leader has their own individual style, talents and professional backgrounds and all are trained,
qualified, experienced and dedicated to making your holiday as enjoyable, interesting and inspiring as possible.
 
On most holidays of 7 nights and over, the tour leader will have one day's break a week, enabling you to have a
'free' day too!

To enhance your experience, as well as your tour leader, each holiday will be accompanied by a well qualified and
knowledgeable English-speaking local guide.

Accommodation & Meals
Hotel la Ermita
Km 2 Vinales,Pinar del Rio,Cuba
Phone: 0053 893 6071
Web: www.hotel-la-ermita-cuba.com/

Hotel Villa Soroa
Carretera de Soroa km 8,Candelaria,Pinar del Rio,Cuba
Phone: 0053 85 2122
Web:

Hotel Castillo
Calle Calixto Garcia,Baracoa,Cuba
Phone: 0053 21 645164
Web: www.hotelelcastillocuba.com, E-Mail: reservasps@gavbcoa.co.cu

Hotel Casa Grande
Heredia No. 201,Santiago de Cuba,Cuba
Phone: 0053 226 86600
Web: www.meliasantiagodecuba.solmelia.com

Gran Hotel
Calle Maceo 67,Camaguey,Cuba
Phone: 0053 32 292093
Web: http://hotelgran.com/, E-Mail: reservas@hgh.camaguey.cu

Hotel Las Cuevas



Finca Santa Ana,Trinidad,Cuba
Phone: 0053 41 94013
Web: www.cubanacan.cu/en/hotelview/las-cuevas, E-Mail: reservas@cuevas.tur.cu

Hotel Ambos Mundos
Calle Obispo 153,Equinas a Mercaderes,Havana,Cuba
Phone: 0053 76 69529
Web: www.hotelambosmundos-cuba.com/

Accommodation is in twin-bedded and single rooms with shower/wc in hotels being generally of a standard found in
three star hotels. The nature of operating in Cuba means that we are unable to provide a definitive list of hotels to
be stayed in during the holiday, however it is likely that during the tour we will be accommodated in a range of
accommodation hopefully including some of the above:
 
Hotel rooms may have a hair dryer, fridge, air conditioning, television and telephone in the room (but it won’t
necessarily work!). The water supply may be restricted at times due to local government controls and hot water
supplies irregular in some hotels. Please note water heating devices will generally be confiscated by customs on
arrival so we advise that you don’t bring any.
 
Breakfasts and dinners are included in the holiday charge, and will be taken either at the hotels or in local
restaurants.  Service in restaurants and bars can be a little slower than you may be used to…

Lunches are provided on two days; these may be packed or restaurant meals.  On other days, sandwich lunches
can be bought from the hotels.  Occasionally rural restaurants or houses can supply simple food.

Please note, vegetarian eating is not widespread in Cuba, and that some tolerance or patience may be needed at
meal times.  Should you require a gluten-free diet or have other special dietary needs, we suggest that you take
some of your own provisions with you.

Electricity
The electricity supply is generally 110V at 60 Hz, although some hotels now operate on 220V, or both. Please check
what supply is provided before plugging in any electrical device.  Please note that any appliance set for 110V will
almost immediately burn out if connected to a 220V supply. Most sockets cater for the round pin EU style plugs,
however you will also come across flat pin US style plugs. You should bring both kinds of adapters, as these are not
easily available in Cuba. More information can be found at www.powerplugadapter.uk.

Travel Details
Flights from London Gatwick (LGW) to Havana (HAV) with Virgin Atlantic. Travel within Cuba is by road and air.
 

Outbound Travel
Departure From: London (Gatwick), Airline: Virgin Atlantic. Arrival Airport: Havana

Return Travel
Departure From: Havana, Airline: Virgin Atlantic. Arrival Airport: London (Gatwick)
For all those booking a flight or rail inclusive holiday, details of your travel arrangements and baggage allowance will
be confirmed in your travel documents, sent to you approximately 10 days prior to departure.

Personal Details Check
When confirming your booking, we provide you with a Personal Details Check form. This is to ensure that we have
an accurate record of the information you have provided us such as your passport details (if relevant), date of birth
and any other important detail necessary for us to properly manage your holiday arrangements. When you receive
this, please check the details, complete any missing or pertinent information and return it to us as soon as
possible.

Land Only
If you are joining and leaving at your holiday overseas we assume, unless you advise us otherwise, that you will join
and leave the holiday from your hotel.

 

Although airport transfers are not included for those making their own independent travel arrangements, if you
wish to join the group at the overseas airport, depending on your flight arrival time, you may be able to be included
on the group's coach transfer. Please contact us at least 5 weeks before departure for more details. Please note
that your flight must arrive within 30 minutes of the group flight to be able to join the group transfer. We
also need your flight number, arrival time and departure point so that the group leader is able to meet up
with you.

http://www.powerplugadapter.uk


If you wish to organise your own flights from a non-UK or provincial airport or travel by rail or car to your holiday
destination, 'no-travel' reductions are often available. Please contact us for details.

 

Before finalising any independent travel arrangements, please check with us first - especially if doing so 12 weeks or
more before your intended date of travel.

 

If you do intend to join your holiday locally please do tell us at least 14 weeks in advance.

Passports and Visas
A passport is required which should be valid for the duration of your intended stay. Please note the Cubans are now
stamping passports on arrival in Cuba unless requested not to.
 
If you prefer to not have a Cuban stamp in your passport, for instance if you plan to travel to the USA on the
passport, please inform the immigration official who deals with your entry formalities.
 
We will send you a Tourist Card (a type of visa) with your airline ticket allowing you to stay for two weeks. Please
check that the information on this Tourist Card is accurate, and then keep it with your passport – replacing a lost
document will cost approximately $25, and you will not be allowed to leave Cuba until payment has been made.
Please note we can only issue Tourist Cards to EU, EE.UU, Canada, Australia and New Zealand passport holders.
Clients travelling under any other passport must contact their nearest Cuban Embassy to obtain a Tourist Card.
 
Should you anticipate visiting or transiting the United States at a future date, we strongly recommend that you
ensure that you have no evidence of your visit to Cuba in your travel documentation, and that any Cuban baggage
labels are removed from your luggage.
 
The US government has imposed commercial and travel restrictions on Cuba and have banned unauthorised visits by
US travellers to Cuba, even if booking and travelling via a third country.  Non US citizens should be aware that a
visit to Cuba may affect their status on entering the United States.  Although we do not advocate breaking the
laws of any country, as a part of our responsible tourism policy we do promote a reasonable philosophy towards all
nations and cultures.
 
 

General Passport & Visa Advice
It is a good idea to carry photocopies of the personal details pages of your passport. Should you lose your passport,
this may assist with the issue of replacement documents and your return to your home country.

 

Passport and visa requirements can change at any time. It is your own responsibility to ensure that you inform
yourself from a professionally qualified source on, and comply with, such requirements.

General  travel  advice for UK nat ionals is  avai lable from the Foreign and Commonwealth Off ice at
www.fco.gov.uk/travel.

Health
Hygiene Advice for Travellers
Don’t forget to exercise caution with what you eat to avoid upset stomachs and stay away from unpeeled fruit and
vegetables, salad and do not have ice in your drinks. Hot, fresh cooked food, where possible, is best. Hand washing
facilities may be poor or unavailable when travelling, we therefore strongly advise you to carry sanitizing gel and / or
hand wipes at all times and use to them regularly.

 

Drinking or cleaning teeth in unboiled water is not recommended.  Bottled pure water is inexpensive and widely
available in shops, at hotels, and on the coach. Make sure you only buy sealed bottles.

No compulsory immunisations are required for visits to Cuba.
You should be up to date with the usual immunisations recommended in the UK.
Hepatitis A immunisation is recommended.
You might also like to considerimmunisation against Tetanus, Cholera and Hepatitis B.
Dengue fever and Zika virus also exist in Cuba; please take normal precautions against mosquito bites. Seek pre-
travel Zika virus advice from your health care provider 6-8 weeks in advance of travel, particularly important if you
are pregnant or planning pregnancy.

Health requirements can change at any time. It is your own responsibility to ensure that you inform yourself from a
professionally qualified source on, and comply with, such requirements at least 6 to 8 weeks before departure.
Advice on vaccinations is available from your GP.

Further Travel Health Advice
 
For further advice please visit:

 



 

• the National Travel Health Network and Centre (NaTHNaC) travel health website at www.travelhealthpro.org.uk

• the NHS 'Fit for travel' website at www.fitfortravel.nhs.uk

• the Foreign Office Office Travel Advice Website at www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice.

• or a local travel health clinic.

Water-to-Go

 

An alternative to bottled water from single-use sealed water bottles is filtered water from a refillable bottle
containing its own water filter such as a Water-to-go bottle available from www.watertogo.eu. Just fill up from any
water source and save the environment from disposable plastic bottles.

 

We have negotiated an exclusive 15% discount with our partners Water-to-Go for you as a thank you for helping
the environment. Please go to their website at www.watertogo.eu and enter the code RWH16 when ordering. In
addition, Water-to-Go will match the discount with a donation to our charity, Heart & Sole, which will allow us to
continue to make a difference in the countries you visit on our holidays.

Currency
You will need the following currencies:

Currency
Tourists are required to use the Cuban Convertible Peso (CUC). CUCs are exchangable at the airport, banks or
CADECA exchange offices.
 
US dollar notes and coins are not accepted as currency in Cuba. Tourists are required to use the Cuban Convertible
Peso ("CUC") notes and coins, which are pegged to the US dollar in value. Sterling or other currency can be
exchanged for CUC currency at the airport, or in banks or CADECA exchange offices in most Cuban towns. Surplus
Convertible Pesos can also be changed back into sterling at airports, or into euro at banks and CADECA. Many hotels
do not change sterling although they accept euro.
 
To avoid time-consuming visits to banks, it is suggested that you change most of the currency needed for the whole
trip either at the airport on arrival, or at Viñales CADECA after the first day's walk. Many clients have found that
about CUC$300-350 (equivalent to US$ 300-350) per person is a realistic amount. To avoid double currency
transaction charges, sterling seems the most practical choice of currency to take. Cash is the easiest option, but
there are now cash machines in some towns and airports and these accept most UK credit and debit cards. Before
travelling to Cuba you should check with your card provider that your cards are valid for use in Cuba. Cards
issued by US banks are not accepted. Also note commission charges on ATM transactions can be expensive.
 
If you opt for cash, obviously concealed body belts and hotel safes (when available) are good choices!  Notes
should be clean (no writing on them or tears) and of £10, £20 or £50 value.

Personal Expenditure
You will need to consider drinks, any meals not included in the holiday price, possible non-included entrance fees,
any optional excursions you may choose to participate in locally as well as any souvenirs or additional services such
as laundry when budgeting for your holiday.

Language
Language
Spanish

Insurance
Travel Insurance
You must be adequately insured to join our holidays. We do not insist that you insure with us but we require that
you are adequately insured for the nature of your holiday. You will be unable to participate in our local walking and
other activity programmes without being able to demonstrate that you have valid travel insurance.
 
Please ensure that as a minimum your travel insurance policy covers you for medical expenses, mountain rescue and
emergency repatriation in the event of illness or injury, and that your policy provides adequate cover for the
activities, included and optional, you are likely to participate in during your holiday. See our brochure or website for
further advice regarding holiday insurance.
 
Whoever you insure with, please ensure that you take full details with you on holiday and provide our tour leader
with your insurer's name, the policy number and emergency assistance contact numbers.
 
Please note that it is very difficult to obtain travel insurance once your holiday arrangements have started.



Cuban law requires all foreign nationals arriving in Cuba to be able to produce proof they have valid travel
insurance including medical insurance and cover for evacuation by air ambulance for the duration of their intended
stay. All visitors should have a photocopy of their full policy, not just a cover note, available for inspection by
authorities on arrival at Havana Airport. Spot checks will be made at immigration. Anybody unable to produce
the documents will be required to purchase a Cuban policy. Any clients not holding a policy purchased through RWH
Travel Ltd should specifically confirm that travel to Cuba is covered by the policy as cover issued by insurance
companies based in the United States will not be valid in Cuba.

Footwear
For purely sightseeing elements of the holiday, you should wear whatever is comfortable for a day out on your feet.

We recommend that you either wear your walking boots or shoes or pack them and some waterproofs in your hand
luggage as in the unlikely event that your hold luggage is delayed, you will still be able to participate in the holiday
programme.

Kit List
Outdoor activities are always more enjoyable if you are prepared. The following list is a basic guideline that will
enhance your experience. Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have.

A basic kit list is likely to include:

- Waterproof jacket (Goretex or similar) and trousers
- Comfortable walking shoes
- Warm hat and gloves (if appropriate)
- Sun hat, sunglasses, lip salve and high SPF sun block
- Swimwear (if appropriate) + Towel        
- Day sack (30 litre capacity) to comfortably carry the kit you'll take out on the walk 
- Water bottle
- Insect repellent
- Camera and spare batteries
- Binoculars (should you wish)

Documents and Information to take with you:
 
- Your passport (make sure it's valid and it's yours)
- Your travel tickets or e-ticket itinerary
- Any visa or electronic travel authorisation (if required)
- Holiday money
- Credit or debit cards (and separate details of who to call if lost)
- Car parking ticket and car park directions (if prebooked)
- Coach or rail travel tickets (if prebooked)
- Your holiday Booking Confirmation document
- Your travel insurance details
- Alternative form of identification (such as a driving licence)
- Photocopy of the personal details pages of your passport
- A valid European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) if relevant
- Details of any medical condition or allergy your holiday leader should know about

Small Groups
Coming from all walks of life your fellow travelling companions will share your desire to discover great things and
have a wonderful holiday. Enjoy their infectiuous enthusiasm, cameraderie and great dinner conversation.

 

These small-group guided holidays usually have a group size of 10 - 20 people.

Personal Safety
Please be aware of what's going on around you, take sensible precautions with your credit cards and passport and
avoid displays of wealth such as wearing expensive jewellery or watches. Do not carry more cash on you than you
will need for each day, and we recommend that a money belt is used.

Cultural Awareness
Responsible Travel
We're committed to ethical tourism in all our destinations. Our holidays are designed for you to discover the essence
of the country you are visiting. Travelling in small groups not only gives you an up close and personal experience of
your destination, but minimises your impact on the immediate environment. We feel that the most important starting
point to protect the environment is to be out in it. For more details visit our website.

 

Heart & Sole



We appreciate that we are in a fortunate position to be able to use our profits to help make a difference to people's
lives. Heart & Sole is a venture managed by our office staff, whose aim is to reach the heart of the communities in
the countries we visit. Through Heart & Sole, we hope to make more of a long term, direct impact to these
communities, particularly in less developed countries where even a small amount goes a long way. See our website
for more information and details of some of the projects we support.

Although entirely at your own discretion, tipping is an important aspect of tourism and hospitality life and
expectations are fairly high.  In order to simplify tipping, we strongly recommend that you allow your leader to take
care of making sure tips are given to hotel and restaurant staff & to local guides and drivers. This will be done using
some funds provided by us together with, if you wish, a contribution from you, which he/she will collect during the
holiday.

 

A supply of small denomination notes and coins is very useful. The people are poor and you’ll find that they do not
resent small tips – but ensure that you do receive a service, however small. On occasions tipping may be best co-
ordinated through your Ramblers Worldwide leader.

 

The local guide and driver accompanying the tour tend to be mines of information relating to all aspects of Cuban
life and the country, and are also excellent travelling companions.  Should you wish to tip our Cuban colleagues, you
may wish to consider an allowance of £ 2.00 per day for the driver and guide.  It must be stressed however that
such tips are at your own discretion.

Communication
Mobile Phones
 
Please do provide us with a mobile phone contact number. We will only use this to contact you with important
information relating to your holiday arrangements.
 
Please do keep your mobile phones switched on and readily available when travelling to the airport or if delayed in
transit so that we can contact you with any last minute information relating to your travel arrangements.
 
Please also note that data charges when ‘roaming’ may be punitive, particularly if streaming video. You might like to
switch off your data services when travelling.

As a matter of courtesy, please switch off your mobile phone during walks, or endeavour to minimise its use. Please
also try to minimise the use of mobile devices during group meals.

Added Benefits
The Walking Partnership
The Walking Partnership, launched in 2011, provides direct financial support to local walking groups and clubs. Every
time you or one of your fellow walking group members travel with us we'll make a contributuion to support your club.
Please note that when travelling as a part of a private group, a different group benefit policy applies. More details at
www.thewalkingpartnership.org.uk.

 

Optional Excursions
A range of local excursions and activities may be available to book in your destination through a local operator. We
have no involvement in such activities or excursions which are not run, supervised or controlled in any way by us.
Your contract will be with the local activity supplier and we accept no responsibility for their actions or omissions.

Local Transport Costs
For 2017, all local transport costs to complete the advertised itinerary and programme are included.

Rewards Scheme
To reward the loyalty of those travelling repeatedly with us. we have our 'Rambling Rewards' Loyalty Scheme.

Every time you book with us you'll get 2 points for every £1 you spend on your holiday price. Once you've travelled
on the holiday, you can redeem these points (alongside any other points you have accumulated) on any future
booking. For every 100 points collected, you will get a £1 discount on a future booking.

So if you spend £1000 on a holiday with us, you would earn 2000 points on that booking - equivalent to £20
discount on a future holiday.

Ramblers Holidays Charitable Trust
Unlike many tour operators, the profits from our holidays that are not required for the running of the business are
channeled into the Ramblers Holidays Charitable Trust and other charitable projects. The RHCT supports 'The
Ramblers' and smaller UK charities that provide outdoor experiences to the disadvantaged, those with disabilities
and inner city children. By travelling with us you not only get a fantastic holiday but you help to give
something back too.



Great Value Holidays
All of our holidays are great value. We believe in offering a fair holiday for a fair price from the word go and as we
aim to work with smaller hotels and local businesses, every holiday you take supports the local communities in the
destinations we visit and good causes at home and abroad.

Best Price Guarantee
 
Whenever you book, you can be assured that your holiday will not be advertised in the future at a lower price
without the reduction being passed on to those with existing bookings. So whenever you book, you can be sure that
you won't lose out.

Maps, Guidebooks & Advice
Maps and guidebooks relating to your holiday may be obtained before departure from:

The Map Shop (www.themapshop.co.uk)

Guide books
The Rough Guide to Cuba (Rough Guide Publicaions)
 
Websites
Cuba Tourist Office       www.cubatravel.cu

 
Weather

Visit the following websites for an idea of the climate in your destination:

Weather2       www.myweather2.com
BBC Weather  www.bbc.co.uk/weather
 

General Travel Procedures
Travelling to your holiday departure point: Make a careful note of your check-in time (airport check-in desks
usually open at least three hours before take-off) and decide how you’re going to travel to the airport well in
advance. It’s important to allow extra time for roadworks, traffic delays (which you can check with the AA or RAC
at www.theaa.com or www.rac.co.uk), parking your car, and getting to and from the bus or rail terminal. Build in
extra time too for security checks, check-in and passport control, especially during busy holiday periods such as
bank holiday weekends and school holiday periods.
  
Departure procedure: we normally have a representative at our UK departure airports and we recommend that
upon arrival at the airport you report to them so that we can ensure that everyone has arrived safely for their
flight; by doing this, we hope to avoid any unnecessary delays at the overseas airport before departing for your
hotel. Instructions as to where to find them will be in your travel documents.
  
At UK airports and some overseas airports you will find self-service check-in machines for most airlines which you
may like to use in order to avoid queuing. Many airlines are also introducing facilities to enable passengers to check-
in on-line within 24 hours of your flight, before travelling to the airport. This is not always available for group
bookings l ike ours, detai ls are avai lable from our Travel Department, Tel: 01707 386732 or emai l
flights@ramblersholidays.co.uk 
  
For a relaxed departure you are advised to check in at least two hours before scheduled take off time (three hours
for long haul). The earlier you check-in, the wider the choice of seating available to you. All members of your party
must be present at the check-in desk and you will need to present your flight tickets or online booking reference,
luggage and passports. You’ll be asked standard security questions. Any item of hand baggage will be checked to
ensure it complies with size and weight limitations. If you have exceeded your luggage allowance, excess baggage
charges may be levied. Once your checked in luggage has been cleared,you’ll be given receipts for each item, and a
boarding card with your seat number. It’s wise to confirm that your baggage-check stub is correctly marked with
your destination airport.

http://www.cubatravel.cu


You should proceed to the departure lounge via Passport Control as soon as possible as further security checks will
occur during which your hand luggage will be screened. At some airports, clothing may be searched or your whole
body scanned. Once you have gone through Passport Control you may meet your travelling companions in the
departure lounge.
  
Check the monitors in the departure lounge for latest flight and boarding details. Due to the size of some airports it
can take some time to walk from the departure lounge to the departure. Please check these times before your flight
is called in the departure lounge. At the departure gate you’ll need to present both your passport and boarding card.
  
Please note that most carriers are required by law to give border control agencies access to passenger data.
Accordingly any information we hold about you and your travel arrangements may be disclosed to the customs and
immigration authorities of any country in your itinerary.
  
Security arrangements: You should never carry items on behalf of other people or leave bags unattended. Please
note that a false declaration could result in a refusal to carry you or your baggage. You should be aware that you
will be asked a series of questions regarding the contents of your bag when checking in for your flight. All hold
baggage will be subjected to x-ray screening and in some instances, searched by a qualified security agent in the
presence of the owner.
  
Many airports now select passengers for whole body scanning. A refusal to be screened will result in passengers not
being permitted to travel. You may also be subject to fingerprint and other biometric checks.
  
Security screening of checked-in baggage: In some cases, security screening procedures may require your bag
to be opened whilst in transit and not in your possession. If your baggage is unlocked, screeners are likely to close
your bag with a tamper evident seal and place a notice inside alerting you to the fact that your bag has been
opened for inspection. If locked, screeners may have to break the locks on your baggage to carry out the screening
process. It is unlikely that you will be able to claim for any damage caused to locked bags which need to be opened
for security purposes. You may wish to consider closing your baggage with ‘cable ties’, available at DIY shops, which
can be cut and replaced during the screening process. Alternatively you can use TSA approved and widely available
luggage locks which allow security officials to open them.
  
New security requirements for travel are now in effect: passengers on some routes into and out of the UK may
now also be required to show that electronic devices in their hand luggage are powered up or face not being allowed
to bring the device onto the aircraft. Passengers flying into or out of the UK are therefore advised to make sure
electronic devices being carried in their hand luggage are charged before they travel.

General Holiday Safety
Know Before You Go and Keep Safe on Holiday

We hope that you will not only have a fantastic holiday with us but also one which is as safe as possible. In the UK,
we are fortunate that health and safety requirements are, in general, quite strictly enforced. In many other
countries, particularly in developing countries, this may not be the case. What is law at home might not be the
‘norm’ when you are abroad. Please take a few minutes to read these notes.

Transport Safety

The captain of an aircraft has the legal authority to refuse boarding to any passenger they consider to be unfit to
travel, whose behaviour or condition is under the influence of alcohol or drugs, or whom they consider a threat to
security. They can also refuse boarding to anyone whose presentation or dress may cause offence to other
passengers.

Any passenger, who is removed or refused permission to board an aircraft or ship, must make their own onward
travel arrangements at their own expense. If this happens we will treat your holiday as cancelled and you will be
liable for the full cancellation charges.

Deep Vein Thrombosis: deep vein thrombosis can be caused by long periods of immobility for example during
flights. You can reduce the risk of ‘DVT’ by exercising during the flight and limiting your consumption of dehydrating
drinks, such as alcohol and coffee. You can also purchase flight socks which aid circulation. These can be bought at
most chemists. More general information can be found at www.nhs.co.uk and by typing ‘DVT’ into the search bar or
by consulting your doctor.

Road Safety

Travelling on Foreign Roads: Please note that safety standards overseas may differ from those expected in the
UK. You may find that you are travelling on poor roads and/or in coaches or buses that do not have seatbelts. If
your vehicle has seatbelts, we recommend that you use them. If the vehicle does not have seatbelts, where
possible try to avoid sitting in the front seats, in the middle seat of the back row or on any seats immediately
behind a central exit if there is no barrier in front of the seat. Make sure that your luggage is stowed safely and is
not blocking the aisles.

Accommodation Safety

We endeavour to ensure that our hotels meet reasonable health and safety standards and provide accommodation
that is as safe as reasonably possible given local conditions. We work with our overseas hoteliers and other suppliers
to raise standards and resolve any issues of concern.

 Your leader will indicate the fire exits at your accommodation. It is important that you familiarise yourself with these
as you may need to use them in the unlikely event of an emergency. It is always worthwhile making sure that you
know how to find your way out of your hotel shortly after arriving at your room; it’s better to identify your escape
route at leisure than in a possible emergency.

Lift Safety: If your hotel has a lift, do not use lifts in the event of a fire. Do not smoke in lifts. Some hotels use lifts
without internal closing doors – this gives the effect of the wall moving. If this is the case in your accommodation,
please keep away from this part of the lift whilst it is in motion.

Balcony Safety: Please take care if your hotel room has a balcony, especially when leaning on railings.

http://www.nhs.co.uk


Electrical Safety: please use an adaptor appropriate for the country you are visiting and make sure that items such
as hairdryers are using the voltage applicable. Some hotel rooms are fitted with low voltage circuits and this means
that you cannot use electrical items that draw heavy current such as travel kettles, hairdryers etc. Turn off and
unplug all electrical items at night and when you leave the room. Please be careful not to leave wet towels or
clothes drying on electrical heaters – this can cause a fire.

Food and Drink Safety: food in foreign countries may not be what you are used to at home! Some people can
suffer from short – term stomach upsets caused by a different diet, a change in the temperature or too much
alcohol! If you want to be extra careful, we advise that you drink bottled water rather than tap water, and avoid ice
in drinks.

If you are at all unsure of hygiene, err on the side of caution, brush your teeth and wash fruit and vegetables using
bottled water.

 
Gastric illnesses spread quickly in hotels. Please think more about hygiene and wash your hands regularly to prevent
spreading. Take alcohol hand gel as a precaution.

Swimming Pool Safety: many people enjoy using swimming pools whilst on holiday. If your hotel or resort has a
pool, if you follow a few simple rules, you can help reduce the risk of an accident:
    • Don’t use the swimming pool if you have been drinking alcohol, taken drugs, if you have just eaten or if you are
feeling unwell.
    • Some medication can make you drowsy or disorientated and, if this applies to you, don’t swim.
    • Follow ‘Pool Rules’ and observe ‘No Diving’ warnings where applicable. Never dive into water less than 1.5m
deep. If you are unsure, check. Be aware that pool depths can vary from one end to another.
    • Not all areas surrounding pools are non slip, always tread carefully and don’t run.
    • Shower before entering the water and don’t use the pool if you have any cuts or open wounds.
    • Stay away from pool filters and drains. Hair, fingers, feet etc can be sucked in and cause injury. Keep long hair
tied back or wear a swimming cap.
    • Many swimming pools do not have a lifeguard on duty. Please be vigilant especially if swimming alone.

General Safety

Be Safe in the Sun: the temperature when abroad can often be a lot higher than we are used to in the UK! Help
prevent sunburn by using a good sun cream and lip salve, wear a hat to protect your head and the back of your
neck, keep hydrated by drinking regularly and remember that alcohol is very dehydrating.

Insects: if you are travelling to a country where malaria is a risk, visit your GP for advice. For further information
visit www.malariahotspots.co.uk.

Mosquito bites in general can cause great discomfort to some people and using appropriate insect repellents can
help you avoid being bitten. Travellers (especially those taking part on some walking holidays) should be familiar with
the ways in which they can help themselves prevent being bitten by a tick. Diseases such as tick – borne
encephalitis and Lyme Disease can occur if the tick is infected when it bites. Covering up and use of insect repellent
especially when walking in grassy areas can help. Further information can be found at www.fitfortravel.com.

First Aid Kit: It is advisable to take a small first-aid kit with you including a remedy for stomach upsets.

Beach Safety

Beaches and the opportunity to swim in the sea or lakes are a real attraction for many holidaymakers. Don’t take
risks – keep safe!
    • Watch where the locals swim!
    • Don’t swim alone – let others know where you will be and when you expect to be back.
    • Don’t drink alcohol and swim. Be careful if you have taken medication. Observe warning flags and notices.
    • Check tide times and whether the area is subject to strong currents or rip tides. Don’t get cut off by an
incoming tide.
    • Beach footwear may provide some level of protection against sea urchins.

 

Clothing & Footwear

A walking or sightseeing holiday can be ruined by not taking appropriate clothing or footwear. Check out the likely
temperatures and altitudes for the places you will be visiting and remember that even if it is very hot when you
start your walk, the temperature can drop dramatically at higher altitudes. Be sensitive to other cultures and
religions and dress so as not to cause offence.

Wearing the correct footwear is a vital part of an enjoyable walking or sightseeing holiday. It can be your best
insurance for a full and enjoyable holiday. The footwear section will help you decide on the right footwear for your
holiday. Please also read the grade descriptions and footwear advice in our brochure and on our website.

Please ensure that you bring proper outdoor clothing and footwear appropriate to the nature of the holiday. A leader
may refuse to take you on a walk if they feel that your clothing, footwear, ability or experience is unsuitable.

Feedback
 
We welcome all comments about our holidays and value ideas for the future. If you have provided us with an email
address we will invite you to complete an online questionnaire or to add feedback to our page on independent
review site 'Feefo'.

Important Information

http://www.fitfortravel.com
http://www.malariahotspots.co.uk


 
Please note that this Holiday Information sheet may be periodically updated and reissued.
 
In most cases the revisions will be minor and the overall nature of the holiday will remain unchanged. Should we
make a major change to your holiday arrangements between you booking your holiday and your date of travel we
will notify you to specifically draw your attention to any significant change.
 
You may wish to review the latest version of this Holiday Information Sheet online prior to travel.

Contact Us
 
Chapters Experience Holidays
Tel: UK +44 (0)1707 246666
Email: info@chaptersholidays.co.uk
www.chaptersholidays.co.uk

Our office is open and our Sales & Reservations team available to speak to you from:
 
09:00 to 18:00 (9am to 6pm) Monday to Friday
09:15 to 12:00 (9.15am to Midday) on Saturdays
09.15 to 15.00 (9.15am 3pm) on Saturdays in January & February only

Please quote your Booking Reference number and Tour Code whenever contacting us.

 

We wish you an enjoyable holiday!




